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Exceptional speed and productivity 
in an affordable industrial 3D printer
Key Features

Production 
Manufacturing

3D Printed Tooling 
and Inserts

Jigs and FixturesFunctional 
Prototypes

Precision high speed additive manufacturing
With the patented LSPc™ Technology you can print up to 6.5x 
faster for ultrafast production of accurate, repeatable parts.

Large, versatile build volume
10.8 x 6.1 x 7.8 inch (275x x 155 x 200 mm)

Robust, high-performance materials portfolio
The NXE 200Pro is open source and compatible with various 
resin materials, including xPeek, xABS, and xFlex.

Edge-to-edge uniformity and accuracy with 4K resolution
Count on part-to-part consistency across the full build volume 
without light diffusion near part edges.
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Exceptional speed and 
productivity in an affordable 
industrial 3D printer

Accessibility
For designers, engineers, and manufacturers who need fast, accurate, and scalable prototyping and 
manufacturing solutions, the NXE 200Pro is an industrial 3D printer that delivers incredible speed, pre-
mium production capabilities, and exceptional productivity without the major capital expense. With the 
NXE 200Pro you gain the ability to design, iterate, and take a product to market faster - and all with the 
same manufacturing technology.

Ultrafast Printing with LSPc Technology
Different from DLP, where edge-to-edge performance can be compromised, LSPc delivers a uniform, 
high power and distortion-free image to all areas of the build plate to ensure part-to-part accuracy and 
uniformity. Our self-lubricated, Everlast-2 membrane overcomes the delamination forces that accrue 
during any inverted, vat based printing process, thus enabling the fastest printing speed found today in 
the market.

A Larger Build Volume
Its 200 mm z-stroke is perfect for building smaller parts as well as enabling downstream processes for 
semi-continuous production.  Unlike other DLP or mSLA technologies, the NXE 200Pro gives users a 
large 8.5L build volume and proven workflow to unlock the highest throughput in its class at the lowest 
total cost of ownership.

Manufacturing Ready & Modular Design
The affordability of the NXE 200Pro goes beyond its price point. Built from industrial hardware with 
modular components, the 3D printer is easy to service and simple to upgrade, resulting in a long-last-
ing, reliable machine.


